Helix Control-M Enterprise Education Subscription
Secure enablement and optimal usage for all Helix Control-M users

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Even the best technical solution won’t provide the planned business benefits if all employees who are responsible to deploy, roll out, manage, and use the solution are not trained. There are several reasons, why training is not effective:

- Often due to low budgets training is skipped or limited to a few individuals
- Training is only provided during the roll out, which means that team members joining later are not trained
- Training plans are not flexible enough and customers struggle to find time for training in their busy day to day work schedules
- A one-time training plan does not ensure that team members are trained on newly released updates to the product and related benefits

BMC APPROACH
BMC wants to ensure that customers gain the full business value from the BMC Helix Control-M solution so we are providing an Enterprise Education subscription to meet this objective. The subscription is available for an unlimited number of customer employees from day 1 through the full duration the product is being used. With this subscription, access to best practices and unlimited enablement is readily available at your finger tips and will speed up the implementation and continuously drive more efficient and effective use of the product. The training is structured from 15 to 50 minutes each, which can be easily completed during your day-to-day work. Instead of waiting for a scheduled session, all content is self-paced and available 24/7. Training in the subscription can be used to onboard a new customer or new employees, as well as address your ongoing questions.

New content is continuously added to the subscription without any additional cost. The Enterprise subscription is added to every BMC product subscription and assess is co-termed, so the training investment is predictable and part of the total cost of ownership (TCO).

OFFERING DETAILS
BMC Helix Control-M Enterprise Education Subscription delivers value to your team and organization through offering the following advantages and contents:

24/7 self-paced content: Customers can access content streamed on multiple devices and any time.

Continuously increasing content: New content is always being added to subscriptions for new topics as well as new versions. BMC has already released several web-based courses below. The roadmap for the next 3-4 months has several new education assets being released, with more coming during 2021. Additionally, content will be updated for new versions. Customer will have continuous access to all self-paced content for all employees.

Supports all roles: The subscription provides content for operators, schedulers, administrators and all managers to better understand the value and capabilities of BMC Helix Control-M.

Cost effective way to enable all user: Instead of paying for training courses individually or on a per person basis, the Enterprise subscription offers a very cost effective price per year for an all-inclusive model for all employees.
Never stop learning: The subscription is made for continuous learning and on the job training. Access is not limited to one moment in time to acquire skills but can be accessed whenever an employee has a certain task to complete and wants to understand best practices and the best way for perform that task.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To learn more about BMC Helix Control-M Enterprise Subscription, visit BMC Helix Control-M Enterprise Education Subscription - BMC Software, or contact education@bmc.com for any questions.

Refer: For more information on the different folder parameters topic, please refer to the Create a Folder section for Control-M SaaS online documentation.